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A few mods. 

In October, 2018, I bought a 2011 Cadillac CTS Coupe with the “premium” 

package. While it was a step up from my previous daily driver, the touchscreen 

was a bit disappointing. Firstly the Bluetooth was telephone only, no streaming 

audio. Secondly the vintage GPS can only be described as “User-Hostile”. Having 

become used to Google Maps which can take a vague description (“Olive Garden, 

Clermont”) and provide directions or a selection if more than one the GM GPS is 

shall we say “difficult to use”. 



Finally, everything seems oriented towards OnStar, GM’s proprietary subscription 

service. I do not need another subscription service that only works in one car 

(have several). 

While my earlier solution was an MPOW BlueTooth streaming audio device that 

connects to the auxiliary input I had to create a mag mount on the dash for the 

phone and the 5” screen is hard to see when driving. Also the whole rig was a bit 

finicky and not what I was used to in my other cars (all have handsfree, even the 

’70). So I needed to find a way to couple my cell phones capabilities with the 8” 

pop-up touchscreen and radio. 

While there are a number of devices on the market, I did not want to replace the 

head unit or lose any existing capabililities.  

Being a technophreak I like toys & CTS had (good) had a nice pop-up 8" 

touchscreen but (bad) the programming was almost useless and had the most 

user-hostile and non-updatable GPS seen. (Good) had Bluetooth, (bad) but not 

streaming audio. 

Used a little MPOW adapter to add Bluetooth streaming audio but that big 

useless touchscreen just bothered me. 

Then another group mentioned an add-on from NAVTOOL that could use the 

touchscreen for Apple Carplay and Android Auto (autodetects which). Sounded 

like the best thing since sliced bread but had a few gotchas: 

- pricy (but got a significant discount) 

- no printed manuals, had a video on U-tube for install & operation. Problem is 

the video needs updating. Badly. 

- connection is wired (but charges at the same time which is good since both 

Android Auto and GPS are power hogs) 

- mirroring uses an HDMI input, no touch. AA uses USB (like DisplayLink) and has 

touch. 



- Android Auto uses touch but has limited apps. (however, what I really really 

wanted was Google Maps with voice input and my 500 music albums. AA does 

that). 

But still after a search seems to be the best thing around and I was able to make it 

operational. However it was not a trivial exercise. 

OK so ordered one on March 28 and on April 15 it arrived but neither 

configuration of module nor the harnesses were quite as described in the video. 

In fact I found over a dozen serious errors, a number of places where “here a 

miracle occurs”, several “gotchas”, and places where the narrator is holding up 

the front of a panel and talking about connector on the back. Reminded me of 

when I was an Alpha and Beta tester for various manufacturers. 

Sent a list of corrections to the company but no indication of adoption. All of this 

can be fixed just wish it did not remind me so much of the two Steves in a garage 

in 1976. 

OK enough background. 

The NAVTOOL device: 

 



 

 

 

It is nicely made but would be better if the connectors were labeled (I added 

them). 



 

As received but not the same as in the video. In the red bubble is a 3.5mm 

dummy plug that must be inserted in the Auxiliary connector in the glove box for 

the sound to work. This is never mentioned. 

Tools Needed 



 

Socket is a 7mm with a magnetized base to hold the screw, since must remove 

over places you really do not want to drop a screw please use a magnetized 

socket. Ty-wraps are to tidy up the harnesses. 



 

Note: RCA audio cable is not needed.  Cable with four green wires and small 

connector is not used (or ifentified in any way). Uncut ty-wraps are ones added. 

Keep track of the wire that says “cut if screen flashing” (bottom). I needed to cut 

it. 

The Install 

Pulled down the video and created an index so can find things. (Navtool CTS 

video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdLHkQhjSBc ) 

Navtool Android Auto Video for CTS ’08-’14. 

Operation               13:09 

Installation             26:48 

What’s in the box 29:22 

PC Update              33:50 (use micro-USB connector on module to USB type A on 

PC) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdLHkQhjSBc


Microphone           36:29 

 

Note the unusual order. Normally the user manual is separate from an installation 

manual particularly since the PC Update must be done before installation. Also 

there are a number of places where “a miracle” occurs particularly when 

describing removing the connectors from the rear of a panel while pointing to the 

front. 

 

And also a list of errata necessary to install. 

28:26 – to remove the front panel, the shifter must be in drive and the shifter 

panel/boot must be rotated 90 degrees for panel to drop far enough for removal 

28:40 – no mention of how to remove connectors from back of front panel. Both 

have tabs that must be pressed, center on top, lighter on side. See below. 

30:29 - back side of box is different than in video – to program connect to micro 

USB in module, to use connect phone to Type A USB. 

31:37- RCA plugs/harness not used 

32:07-  microphone harness isn't separate 

33:10- blue cables not identical - are male and female,  no need to remove screen. 

Male goes into radio screen i/o socket and female goes to disconnected plug. 

38:08-  ibid 

42:40- now need "unused" factory cable. 

44:00 blue cables again. 

44:36 - does not use RCA cable 

46:00-  microphone connector now in main harness 

47:30- wires must be moved from behind radio to be able to slide radio in – not 

easy. 

50:14 – video mentions AUX, "we will activate that for you" - no mention of 

3.5mm dummy plug required for AUX to work in my car. 

 

So with just the video it took 14 hours and a lot of chat time (response best at 

2am EDT) & had to R&R everything three times so far. 

 



To help here are the two connectors that are behind the front panel. Both have 

tabs, the main harness is on the top center 

 

 

 
And the Cigarette lighter tab is on the blind side 

 

.  

 

Note: There is a reasonably large empty cavity to the right of the radio head unit 

and below the vent. Both the NavTool and the excess wiring can be tucked here. I 

added a HDMI/USB cable and socket from the NavTool to the side of the console. 

This can be used for both Android Auto (just the USB) or HDMI (uses an adapter 



and both plugs, the USB for power. Cable/socket: 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B077TQC4LD/  

 

 

 
 

HDMI adapter for my Galaxy: 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07CRNM7NH/   

 

 

 

Operating Experience 

Actual operation proved “interesting” My current phone is a Samsung Galaxy S5 I 

purchased as an unlocked/refurbished unit on Amazon. Have had for a few years 

and is my third Samsung. Franky neither the S6 nor the S7 offer anything I want. It 

is running Android 6.0.1 and have used with conventional monitors before. What 

these did not have was touch (used a BT keyboard & mouse). 

 

My previous daily driver had the 2011 Chrysler U-connect which had both 

streaming audio and handsfree phone, both voice and text. Other than the touch 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B077TQC4LD/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07CRNM7NH/


screen the Caddy fell far short & this is what the Navtool (have paid less for a set 

of tires) was supposed to cure. 

 

After getting everything buttoned up I had no sound, The chat told me what the 

video did not, you had to inset the dummy 3.5 mm plug ( in the red bubble wrap) 

into the socket in the console glove box. 

 

 
 

The next issue was that while I had sound, trying the volume control from either 

the rotary knob or the steering wheel buttons switch the system to AM radio. 

Then you had to back out of everything to change the source. 

 



 
 

Issue turned out that my screen was a little different from the screen in the video. 

Touching the upper left corner to reach the Navtool menu also changed to AM 

(note highlight) though it did not perform the switch until the volume control was 

used.  

 

The Chat suggested switching to NAV first but that seemed too much (purchased 

NavTool not to use the stock Nav) so after some experimenting I found that 

touching the screen about ¼” lower left the system in AUX. 

 



 
Switching 

 

 



 
Navtool screen (legends mine) 

 

I do not have any additional cameras and despite what the video said, the factory 

rear camera does not display in the NavTool. That said the factory back up camera 

is fine even if it does not have lines. The two important functions are Android 

Auto which uses touch and HDMI (used for mirroring) which does not. 

 

Why do you need both ? Personally I find that while Android Auto is great for 

using the telephone, streaming music, and using the GPS, it is not really much 

good for anything else. 

 



. 

(Legends are mine and not on screen) 

The above are what is available using the touchscreen. There are a number of 

other apps available but most I tried have pop-up ads and are annoying  

 

To display the other phone menus or app you need to use the HDMI input for 

mirroring. This duplicates the phone screen and audio but does not have touch 

capability. 

 



 
 

Is useful for apps like Torque Pro to display parameters and add to the instrument 

panel. 

 



 
 

Finally glitchs :  

- After having left the car and trying to make/receive a call there may be no 

sound. If so turn on the speakerphone or restart the phone. 

- A few times things would either lock-up in odd screens  or the front HVAC 

panel would be unresponsive (but the clock worked).If so I had to shut the 

car down, wait for the NavTool to shut down (about 45 seconds later) and 

restart. 

 

Bon Chance & Murphy loves the NavTool. 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 


